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skeleton, whitened by time, 'stud the ground, there a careas
—submitting to the fatal law of nature—gives birth to, or at
least helps to produce those repulsive beings who also have
their mission in the great machinery of nature—if only in
its lowest form. Here and there hanging in the branches are
the arms, bracelets, ornaments of the warriors, the belts and
necklaces of the women. Taro, ignames (sweet potatoes),
coconuts and sugar cane are deposited on the ground as a sort
of sacred offering. Even the pot of clay for the cooking of
the food has not been forgotten. At the edge of the thicket
under a hundred years' old banyan tree, where the powerful
branches reaching to the ground form symmetrical galleries
around the trunk, lies the body of a chief, surrounded by his
arms and covered with ornaments : not far away stands the
silent guard of these sacred remains and—not without
emotion—does the visitor meet a living human of such
appearance in a place he believes to be deserted. The one
we saw at Kanala (East Coast village) was an old man still
robust and of tall stature. His chest was painted a lustrous
black; his head adorned with an immense bonnet of black
material with white feathers, he stood sombre and silent
armed with his casse-tete (club), his eyes guarded the peace
of the dead, his physiognomy—a little cadaverous—of
marble immobility. He had, in a word, acquired the physique
of those whom he guarded.
By the way, it is a great honour to be summoned to guard
those called away by "aliki" (native god of death). To be
so favoured, one must first of all belong to the aristocracy,
either by birth, or "by feat of arms. And the inviolability
itself, which is inherent in these functions, is a heavy burden
for the person ; for his existence becomes that of a veritable
pariah. Contact with him entails the punishment of death,
His food is carried to a certain spot, and he who carries it,
having fulfilled his task, flees as quickly as his legs can carry
him.
Another explanation offered by M. Clovis Savoie in
Histoire de la Nouvelle CaUdonie (1922) is also worth
quoting. 'For the natives, anything at all is an excuse for

